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We know if scientific 
advances knowledge and 
case of the ITP, the f 
process covered the s 
contradiction went thr 
A. 710- 1975 econo.m1c 

coop stores 

thods are adhere~ to each cycle 
make knowledge more profound. In the 

mental was ideological. This 
of sixteen years, in which, time the 

ugh the stages of: 
booking and accounting of the co·s 

B. 706 1975 (?) po11 leal-proletarian democracy d;c;sc 
c. 709 1977 theory -4 step method forms 
D. 701- 1979-80 const uct1on real estate 

the purchases and r habilitation of houses, enabling 
developing cadres t further the growth of mass political 
work, programmatic ~ork, taking educational courses for 
organizational work,! and the work on CC as the place 
through which to in roduce ITP concepts in the development 
of the children. Al o the moving of NB on University and 
the internal physi al re-organization and construction 
for a much higher 1 vel of production. 

E. 703- 1978-82 produ tion NB's computerization process and 
the development of ~ts market n1ch. 

F . 705- 1976-80 mathe~atics, software programming, data 
processing and form~n9 DO . 

G. 704- 1960-86 admin~stration dcp and software engineering. 
H. 707- 1986-89 ideol9g1cal, the operation of on practice of 

leadership. 
I. 004- 1989"-1991 eco ernie the masterful use of the 

dialectical method n upgrading cc. 
"Not only does the hole process of the movement of 
opposites in the de elopment of a thing, both in their 
interconnections an in each of the aspects, have 
particular features to which we must give attention, but 
each stage in the p ocess has its particular features to 
which we must give ttention too. 
"The fundamental co tradiction in the process of 
development of a thing and the essence of the process 
determined by this undamental contradiction will not 
disappear until the rocess is completed: but in a lengthy 
process the conditi s usually differ at each stage. The 
reason is that, alt ough the nature of the fundamental 
contradiction in the process of development of a thing and 
the essence of the recess remain unchanqed, the 
fundamental contradiction become s 'more and more 
intensified as .it p sses from on stage to another in the 
lengthy process. In ddition, among the numerous major and 
minor contradictions which are determined or inf luenced by 
the fundamental cont adiction, some become intens i fied. 
some are temporally r partially resolved or mitigated, 
and some new ones e erge; hence the process is marked by 
stages. 
" . .. stages are marke by particular features such as the 
intensification of c rtain contradictions, the partial or 
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temporary resolutio of other contradictions, and the 
emergence of yet ot er contradictions . 
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